
Involv

Tired of the same old corporate 

looking meeting tables?

How about solid oak legs, robust 

steel frame, 4 shape options, 20 

sizes, 7 finishes along with square & 

chamfered edge detail?
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Involv tables combine a robust steel frame with the beauty of natural Oak.  The modular 

underframe allows 1,2 & 3 piece tops that can be built into tables up to 7200mm long x 

1400mm wide.

From simple square & circular tops to large rectangles, obround, boat & barrel shapes.  

There are also Involv poseur height tables, credenzas & coffee tables.  Why not specify 

the smaller tables as desks, cable trays & a clever fabric cable riser will guide cables from 

floor to work surface.  The range also includes low & high stools with the same solid Oak 

legs & robust underframe.

We have our standard square edge work surface profile along with a chamfered edge on 

an MDF substrate. There are 7 standard melamine finishes but we will look at other 

project lead finishes upon request.  We have experience of supplying alternative MFC 

finishes, laminates such as Fenix, compact laminate, birch ply, birch ply with laminate 

face, birch ply with lino face & veneers.

Involv barrel shaped table in white with chamfer edge. Involv stools & Elixir mesh back meeting chairs

Involv rectangular poseur height table with Involv high stools



Involv rectangular table with chamfered edge, shown with an eclectic mix of Alchemy seating featuring timber.



The Involv stool range complements the table system with solid Oak legs providing a 

robust & stable underframe.  Involv stools are available as single seat & two seat low 

stools along with the high stool with foot ring.  They can be specified with a plain seat 

or a central fabric covered button.



Involv poseur height tables with matching high stools.



Involv tables combine the strength of a steel frame with the touch of real timber Oak legs.  

This allows the specification of large multi piece tops without compromising strength & 

stability.

The system can be connected to provide power & data connectivity by specifying cable 

trays & the stylish zipped fabric cable riser to run cables up the leg & via the cable trays to 

the worksurface.  Sockets can also be fitted under the work surface.

The Involv range also includes coffee table options.

Boat shaped coffee table Fabric cable riser

Poseur height table with solid Oak legs & robust steel underframe


